Across
1 Our favourite animal at Overleaf? (4)
5 Work together on Overleaf (11)
8 (Approximate) number of users on Overleaf (3,7)
9 Rainbow maker (5)
12 Overleaf was originally known as (10)
16 Language renderable by ArabTEX (anagram of ad jab) (5)
17 η (3)
18 TeX’s astrological sign? (3)
19 Reference management software typically used with LaTeX (6)
20 Tim broke this early WriteLaTeX naming rule :) (4)

Down
2 The repository (4)
3 The main creator of the TeX typesetting system (6,5)
4 The surname of the person who created LaTeX (7)
7 How to shove things down in LaTeX (5)
8 Σ (3)
10 Creator of TikZducks (3,6)
11 The programming language 4 down used to write TeX (6)
13 PracTeX publisher (3)
14 It’s not just about rubber! (5)
15 Our favourite colour (5)

For more useful and fun resources see our Community Resources Page on Overleaf